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Аннотация: Ушбу мақолада тил бирликларига хос полифункционаллик ҳодисаси
хусусида фикр юритилади. Полифункционал бирликлар ва уларнинг юзага келиш сабаб ва
омиллари, лингвистик тадқиқи, терминлар таркибида полифункционалликнинг амал
қилиши юзасидан маълумотлар келтирилган. Полифункционал географик терминлар
полисемантиклик хусусияти сусайган, бироқ омонимлик даражасига етмаган кўп маъноли
терминлар сифатида таҳлил қилинган.

Калит сўзлар: Oмонимия, полисемия, полифункционал бирлик, терминология, географик
термин, соф термин, лексема-термин.

ПОЛИФУНКЦИОНАЛЬНОСТЬ В ГЕОГРАФИЧЕСКИХ ТЕРМИНАХ
УЗБЕКСКОГО ЯЗЫКА

Аннотация: В этой статье обсуждается феномен полифункциональности, характерный
для языковых единиц. Есть информация о полифункциональных единицах и их причинах
и факторах, лингвистические исследования, применение полифункциональности в
структуре терминов. Полифункциональные географические термины были
проанализированы как многозначные термины, которые уменьшили многозначность, но
не достигли уровня омонимии.

Ключевые слова: Oмонимия, многозначность, полифункциональная единица,
терминология, географический термин, абсольют термин, лексема-термин.

POLIFUNCTIONALITY IN GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS OF UZBEK LANGUAGE

Abstract: This article discusses the phenomenon of polyfunctionality specific to language units.
It has an anlysis on polyfunctional units and the causes and factors of their occurrence, their
linguistic research, and the operation of polyfunctionality in the structure of terms.
Polyfunctional geographical terms have been analyzed as polysemous terms that have
diminished polysemantic properties but have not reached the level of homonymy.

Key words: Homonymy, polysemy, polyfunctional unit, terminology, geographical term, pure
term, lexeme-term.

The unit of language is such a multifaceted phenomenon, it was in the position form and
meaning in the speech, according to the relationship occured colorful. In particular, terms in
nature, such as, homonymcial, polysemous, polyfunctional are observed. Terms polyfunctional
polysemous properties are reduced, however, about the level homonymy many meaningfulsocial
unit as executive professional with particular meanings in different areas is applied. For example:
1 morphology (enterprise in.) morphology 2 (language.) like [1, 13].

Polyfunctional – (from Greek poly, many and much. funstio work, implementation, business) a
combination of various functions in a keynote. polyfunctional in linguistics, the concept is
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incredibly diverse. Polyfunctional stand out as the features of the unit at various levels. Some
researchers morfema, the other of the words (word forms) polyfunctional will open.
Polyfunctional sometimes narrower, sometimes very widely understood. Polyfunctional of affix
and the ability to act as the pivot is at the same time [2, 46-47].

Polyfunctional terms of a certain species in a different area of the essence serves to show the
difference in the level of sex as. For example, the consolidation of the soil with salt, a
combination of terminology in the field of road construction also also improvement in the work
of improvement, as well as one in poland denotatni existed in the number represents. Therefore,
the purpose of valuation according to the meaning of terms as a single term like this, according
to [1].

A. N. Tatarinova system inter, the group will identify the following terms:

1) polyfunctional at the words – denoting terms assosiasiya paired with imaginative concepts
with each other;

2) intersistem (inter-system) homonymy – reverse connection lost are the words which express
the concepts.

Terms of depending on the degree of field while classify follows:

1) different, but mutually relevant issues polyfunctional words denoting the same meaning with
different terms used terminology;

2) representing field homonymy impenetrable communication [3].

Polyfunctional English words in the Russian language-to-English dictionary as a problem by a
diet psg have been studied [4]. Researchers noted noted that in the Russian language
polyfunctional there are words and word combinations, independent and auxiliary words as them
(even if where it even better, what , etc.) auxiliary to have a different meaning or words (assuch,
nerd , etc.) serves. Russians and Russian-English dictionary and vocabulary words in a
meaningful sentence polyfunctional syntactic listed in aluminium, they polyfunctional word to
clarification serves.

In modern English the word linguistic polyfunctional the issue remains controversial. This term
is interpreted differently. T. m. nikolaev "inchastis viskazivanii Funktsii v" ("the sentence of
downloads in functions") [5] polyfunctional in the game (compared to downloads) internal
semantika based on the word is understood as mutual exchange feature, that is, differences in the
same chance.”It is almost always synonymous able to downloads and their meaning, that is, they
are the "sema"package", assumes that. This polyfunctional downloads, and also confessed that
produces the majority of their synonym originality of two other events: downloads should
strengthen each other (or you can build one) is largely determined by the context and the
meaning of them".

Another group of researchers-scientists polyfunctional vocabulary and words in different format
syntactic will recognize that the ability to perform and interpret a number of different tasks. For
example, the word of the downloads linking or state or imagine the price the other piece is
coming.

The edition of V. a. Beloshapkov was published under "modern language enterprises" ("modern
Russian language") [6] polyfunctional words stand out in class, the textbook, or an independent
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auxiliary to have a different meaning as the word and the assistant will serve them.
Polyfunctional his vocabulary the content of the word, intonation and semantic context in the
sentence appears in the replacement of the relationship with the content.

So, polyfunctional typologic words of the Russian language is one of the features. Colloquial
speech is used widely in the literature and artistic of them.

Meaningful vocabulary and syntax polyfunctional syntactic aluminium saying many words, word
combinations, and context of communicative interaction analysis using different intonation into
account the ratio is regarded. Worth mentioning that, the role of each tool may be different. The
role of media in strengthening syntactic some vocabulary and sentence, the other in – intonation,
in other – words content tie will strengthen their place. The variety of these links-different, but
certain language in each sentence one of the toolsthan the more appears.

As the analysis shows, only the syntax is a combination of words, intonation and semantic-
context technique loq interact with the toe allows you to identificate the connection of
polyfunctional the word and the meaning of the sentence [4].

Polyfunctional on the issue of the republic of uzbekistan at science either.Tojiev, J. Eltazarov, N.
Qodirova, G. Sulaymonova, A. Botirova of particular importance are the studies of others.

The special problem in the example survey polyfunctional affix polyfunctional homoynym
them with affix, many will note that it is not the meaning of a phenomenon is not the same. In
common between them, even if each one separately are a phenomenon. Affix homonym various
specific form, in many affix function while a go, it's about the fulfillment of different tasks of
affix , affix a lot of sense that represent a different meaning when used in a specific task of affix
that idea stuck referred to [7, 16].

The world of linguistics at the words Turkish and Uzbek classification popular three criteria:
semantyc, morphological, syntactic. These criteria and the emergence of language, new words
with the development of problem formation and development on the one hand, second hand tied
features with polyfunctional of the word goes. In other words, an aspect of their dyaxron some of
the words from the category leave the event to be moved to the other category, along with access
to a certain mode of language paradigm synchronyc at least two of the criteria that may be saved
shows that this is not always equally valid [8, 56].

Linguistics in the category word Eltazarov J. polyfunctional always a way to move gives
highlights of the show. In particular, the category pronoun and other words not portable, but how
does a word category performs the function of a deputy. The word also is that between the
auxiliary polufunctional end will not be moved to category. Abstract horse in the speech of its
semantic aspects associated with the concept of broad and substantial polyfunction same
sentence, while unconventional at the level of those in positions to be used in a wide categorial
that gives meaning to provide comments that related [9].

Researchers in the example of G. the category of horse Sulaymonova polyfunctional survey, in
the language of the words that exist in the first place, the original (home) on the meaning of the
uses, vocabulary words with the birth of the needs of semantic meaning from the use of the
functional method, it was noted that to move would be held. The meaning of the word dent
arising as a result of the functional-semantic meaning, so first of all denotativ, secondly,
connotative the meaning of speech is proposed in the process. Confirming the case of the same
words polyfunctional is important factor, [10] which was noted.
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So be certain that the language is not in the unanimous opinion in matters of polyfunctional unit
linguists. Some linguists study language unit specific polyfunctional polysemy within the
framework of this problem by some scientists and polysemy homonymy range is recognized as
the connecting link. The third category, while scientists polyfunction the semantic structure of
words as the meaning of different words specific to the category the average price synchrentise
[1, 72].

We polyfunctional polysemanyc properties are reduced geographical terminology, however, is
taking homonym many meanings to the level as we understand the terms, they are applied in
different areas with particular meanings.

From a glossary[11] polyfunctional separate words, classification analysis, we have pulled
follows:

Net terms polyfunctionalligiga in izobar, izoterma, region, parallel, polosa, stem, tadriji, poles ,
such as the unity of terminology of kcan iritish. Pure polyfunctional terms of geographic izobar
in geography, physics and chemistry, izoterma of geography and physics, parallel mathematics
and geography, the stem, geography and economics, polar geography and physics is widely
applied in the field.

Polyfunctionality of lexical-terms while swamp, swamp, field, land, like the collar, cliff, earth,
space leksema thei is an example. The idea is to bring a glossary can be given in the
interpretation of proof by:

1 swamp Foot is not pressing mud so empty and covered with mud, the land, the area; the swamp,
bog. 2 of the sf. Loose clayey, so covered with mud. 3 portable a negative environment,
maelstorm.

Swamp1 more constantly and lay a long time in the case of wet clay and bog from dank and
comparisons. 2 is where the swamp lands; bog.

Field 1 b from outside the dwelling place of the population, the land on which crops planted,
cropsare humbled. 2 in general Sayhon wide natural land, upon adversaries. 3 House (from the
room) in addition to the place, courtyard, street.

1 land (E — large) , then the third from the sun planet. 2 dry of planet the samesocial part
(opposite to the part when covered with water). 3 correspondence we planet crust layer. 4 Things
standing, the surface which the life of the living organism, levels (compared to the thing or the
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other person). 5 levels of a certain part of land; the place of the territory. 6 , a layer of soil that is
used in agriculture, crops, trees and e.g. planting the place, which, in the area. 7 handle anything,
standing in the place who was the same place: space. 8 any country, state, nation, economy and
e.g. ha owned territory. 9 a member of some part of her or something, a place, point, place. 10
place of work, institution, organization. 11 (j., o.-p., c. k. form) ko'm. vzf. Time, place, reason
indicates a relationship.

1 side to side. 2 each surrounding plane geometric solids. Sides of cubic .

1 I the collar on the beach, the shore; the edge lab. 2 Margin, edge, side.

Summer 1 year, with the spring decisive, land-fallatthe hottest seasons. 2 portable paced life
most of his youth period.

1 Yoyilma that the flow of the river's water spreading wide. 2 portable , Wide, area width. 3 mat.
Geometric solids curve hof the top surface of quotes received.

Cliff 1 q. the pit depth of the cliff. The bottomless cliff. 2 risk disaster.

The world [f. ~ the world, the universe] 1 and in which the whole being the face of the earth; the
world, the universe. 2 poetic. All the nations in the world, the whole of mankind. 3 World (wife's
name).

Space [place, htraditions; degrees; career] 1 fl not. The point of the organization of the universe
at a certain moment of time in order to interact, reflecting the main objective of the matter is
dictated by the size and distance of one of the forms of life. 2 Residential, a place to live; a place,
Country. 3 at the ball, somethingth much or more; mining.

The words above by lexic-terms polyfunctional appears. Words with a meaning terms with the
same meaning as the word is used in other whole consumption. Homonymy in geographical
terms, and polysemy polyfunctional in many of the events occurs. Terms and significant events
through this system gives valuable information linguistically terminology to be in a relationship.

Linguistically, in terms of their own language instead of having the unit as long as the contents
of their meaning, nature, scope of application, the expression on the purpose of direct
improvement through study and research in this area was among the important issues of the
computer all the terminology.
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